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Date Location Start Time End Time Week #

September 7, 2019
September 8, 2019

AvaLAN Wireless
AvaLAN Wireless

3:00 p.m.
12:00 pm

6:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

1

Meeting Goals: Brainstorming

Team Members in Attendance:

Becca, Brooklynn, Ian, Jalynn, Joel T, Joel H, John, Megan, Nathan

Field Observations and Notes

This is the beginning of the 2019-2020 FTC season, Skystone. The challenge primarily
consists of stacking large yellow “stones” on a large “foundation”. However, there a few
components that stand out immediately. Firstly, this is the first FTC challenge where elements
have had vision targets on them (the skystones in autonomous). Secondly, the alliance specific
skybridges introduce a unique robot volume constraint – and it is very advantageous to move
stones under the skybridge, as it doubles the point value of every stone in teleop. Additionally,
scoring cycles will be significantly longer this year, due to the increased travel time from the
elements to the scoring area. During our brainstorming and strategy session after kickoff, the
team discussed the viability of various strategies and decided that there was no immediately
obvious strategy for this year’s game, implying that the point values are far more evenly
balanced. Additionally, most of the tasks have dependencies upon other tasks (for instance, the
foundation must be moved in order to build on it, and autonomous requires stone scoring
capabilities), making it less viable to focus on one task at a time this year. The team also
discussed design constraints, which included the robot’s maximum height (14” to clear the
alliance-specific skybridge), the capability to score elements at multiple angles (long side and
short side), and the robot must be able to intake stones in any upright orientation (and
potentially even on the sides).

General Summary of Meeting

After Kickoff, the Browncoats convened at AvaLAN to continue brainstorming and compare
ideas. A list of necessary components that were needed on the robot was compiled and we
started to formulate some goals to set for ourselves over the course of the build season. At the
end of the meeting, we agreed to read over the second part of the game manual and think about
strategy. 
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General Summary of Meeting - continued

On Sunday, we continued brainstorming, first by refining strategy discussion (after everyone
had read game manual 2 more closely), and then continued with brainstorming. We discussed
more ideas for depositing mechanisms, such as a linkage based “virtual 4 bar” or “chain bar”
style system to quickly raise and lower the stone as the lift raises. We also discussed some
changes to previously mentioned ideas, such as needing to clamp onto the stones for deposit
on the short side, rather than the long side.

Overall Outcome of Session

The first thing we did was come up with constraints for the robot/field/programming. For
instance, some of these constraints include the 14 inch skybridge, meaning we need to build
our robot to be shorter than that if we want to safely make it under there. Also, whatever
subsystems we decide upon, we need to make sure we use lighter materials, as there is a 42
pound weight limit. Last year we came very close to this limit, so this year we want to try to be
farther under it if we can be. Another constraint is the wobbly stones. If we stack them high
enough, the tower becomes very unstable, which becomes an issue for when we need to move
the foundation in endgame. One of our solutions is to create a sort of clamp that will hold onto
the last stone of the tallest tower to keep it steady while a separate subsystem grabs the
foundation and moves it. This was something that almost the entire team agreed we would
need. Another idea that was widely agreed upon is a wheeled intake to pick up the stones,
specifically in the shorter orientation. Claws were also considered, though this also requires
turning which is slower than simply driving back and forth from the depot to the foundation.
One idea was to have the wheeled intake on the front, and a deposit that grips onto either side
of the stone and places it onto the foundation on the back of the robot.

Strategy and Design Discussion

For autonomous, we noticed that finding a route where we won’t collide with our alliance
partner will be incredibly difficult. We’re going to have to program many different paths just
in case. It also seems beneficial that one partner only parks while the other does everything
else to avoid hitting each other. We also decided that pushing the foundation all the way into
the corner during autonomous might be best. That way when we’re stacking during tele-op,
there won’t be the concern of it moving around if we accidentally bump it, and that way it
should stay in the same spot the whole time until we move it during endgame.
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Strategy and Design Discussion - continued

We also realized that in tele-op, one of the best ways to go about scoring, if both systems are
fast, is having one robot collecting stones from the depot, and the other stacking them. It’s
something we’d have to play by ear, but currently it seems like the fastest solution. Another
thing we discussed is how to stack the stones. Stacking one tall tower will gain us the most
points, however, if we stack two towers side by side, it will reinforce it a bit, but it will also
earn us less points. We’re going to draw diagrams and test which one will be the best to go
with once we have our field. We also calculated the minimum points we could score based on
our goal to stack eight stones by December. Once we finished discussing this, we moved onto
designs. Some of us had already started refining ideas and coming up with ways to improve
them. A few new ideas were mentioned, and we have a lot to choose from, which we’ll start
narrowing down at our next meeting. 

The pictures below are a summary of our brainstorming discussions and ideas.
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